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south america & antarctica 
Fall 2021 - Spring 2022 
South America off ers amazement on a monumental scale. Experience the thrill of sailing through the Strait of Magellan, 
view Rio de Janeiro from beneath the towering Christ the Redeemer statue, or visit the 19th-century treasures of 
cosmopolitan Buenos Aires. Sail to remote Antarctica, which must be seen to be believed. From electrifying cities and 
ancient ruins, to dazzling landscapes teeming with wildlife, discover an adventurer’s dream with Princess.® 
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Buenos Aires, Argentina

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Antarctica

Machu Picchu, Peru

why cruise south america & antarctica 
with Princess® ? 

1 Sail to Another World 
Ignite all your senses on an invigorating voyage with the 
“Best Cruise Line in South America,” according to the Women’s 
Choice Awards. Discover centuries-old traditions from the cultures 
who brought us the tango and the coff ee bean. Enjoy the best wines 
and cuisine from Argentina, Chile, Peru and Brazil. With itineraries 
that sail from Los Angeles, Buenos Aires, Santiago and Ft. Lauderdale 
to more than a dozen countries, Princess® has the region covered. 

2 Legendary Lands 
Cruise both the Atlantic and Pacifi c on a voyage around the 
southernmost tip of South America, Cape Horn. Visit glittering cities, 
idyllic islands and ancient ruins. Explore the legendary wonders of 
Rio de Janeiro, the scenic Falkland Islands or the fl avors of Buenos 
Aires or venture to the stunning ice-bound realm of Antarctica. 

3 Eclectic Cultures 
Immerse yourself in the unique heritage of each destination, as 
Princess brings South America’s vibrant cultures on board with 
lively Argentine folkloric musicians, regional cuisine and more. On 
board, you can celebrate the famed Carnival festival with us — take in 
performances by local dancers, and feel the rhythm in samba classes. 

4 More Time Ashore 
More Ashore calls in Buenos Aires, Lima (Callao) and Rio de Janeiro 
let you explore even more in these fascinating ports. Enjoy the 
evening with dinner and a tango show in Buenos Aires. Experience 
Lima all lit up at night for romance and an evening drive to see key 
landmarks. Or ride an aerial tram high above the iconic beaches of 
Rio’s Ipanema and Copacabana. 

5 UNESCO World Heritage Sites 
Access several UNESCO sites like the Christ the Redeemer statue in 
Rio de Janeiro or the Pantagonian Nature Reserve in Puerto Madryn, 
and discover the alluring history of these incredible cities. And on a 
land and sea cruisetour vacation, journey to the mighty Iguazú Falls 
that borders Argentina and Brazil, or venture to the mystical city in 
the clouds, Machu Picchu — an enduring testament to 15th-century 
Incan civilization. 
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